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Chirality of Bloch domain walls in exchange-biased CoO/Co bilayer studied
by waveguide-enhanced neutron spin-flip scattering
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The magnetic state of exchanged biased CoO(20 nm)/Co(dF ) bilayers (dF = 5−20 nm) was studied by means
of polarized neutron reflectometry. By introducing a Nb(20 nm) spacer layer between the CoO/Co bilayer and
the Al2O3 substrate, we designed a resonator structure with significantly enhanced intensity of the spin-flip (SF)
scattering at the position of the optical resonances. For the trained sample with thinnest Co layer (dF = 5 nm), we
detected strong SF scattering at the resonance position to the amount of 30% of the incoming intensity, pointing
to a high degree of non-collinearity of the magnetization. With increasing dF , the intensity of the SF scattering
decreases linearly. Furthermore, an unconventional asymmetry of up-down and down-up scattering channels at
the resonance positions was observed, which we ascribe to the out-of-plane magnetic stray field generated by
chiral Bloch domain walls. This field leads to Zeeman splitting of the neutron energies depending on the initial
neutron spin polarization. The chirality of the domain walls is assigned to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
emerging at the CoO/Co interface. Our observations might prove useful for the design of spintronic devices
based on the exchange bias effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exchange bias (EB) effect arises at the interface of an-
tiferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic (F) magnetic layers,
and leads to a horizontal shift of the magnetic hysteresis loop
by the exchange bias field Heb (see review [1]). This effect was
discovered 6 decades ago, and found widespread application
in basic science [1,2], and in spintronic and superconducting
devices taking advantage of the spin-valve effect [3–14].

Detailed characterization of EB thin film structures re-
quires knowledge about the depth resolved and lateral
magnetization profiles on a nm scale. The established method
to measure these essential data is polarized neutron reflec-
tometry (PNR) [15–31]. The raw data obtained by PNR are
the spin-dependent neutron reflectivities Rμν (Q), where Q =
4π sin θ/λ is the momentum transfer, θ is the angle of in-
cidence between neutron beam and film surface, and λ is
the neutron wavelength. The indices μ, ν indicate the po-
larization of the incident and reflected neutron beams with
respect to a quantization axis defined by an external field
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H , where +(−) label spin up (down) polarization. The non-
spin-flip (NSF) reflectivities R++ and R−− are sensitive to the
non-magnetic nuclear scattering length density (SLD) ρ(z)
of the system, and to the in-plane component M‖(z) of the
magnetization parallel to H: R±± ∝ (ρ(z) ± M‖(z)). For the
analysis of M‖(z) it is convenient to define the spin asymme-
try S = (R++ − R−−)/(R++ + R−−), which is proportional
to M‖(z). The noncollinear component of the magnetization
M⊥(z) leads to spin-flip (SF) scattering: R±∓ ∝ M⊥(z)2. The
depth resolved magnetization profiles M‖(z) and M⊥(z) and
the nuclear SLD ρ(z) are then obtained by a combined fit
of a model potential to the four reflectivity curves Rμν (Q).
Such a fit requires knowledge of the sample structure and
of the resolution properties of the neutron reflectometer. To
resolve ambiguities in the reconstruction of the nuclear and
magnetic profiles and to limit the number of potential models,
additional data from complementary techniques, such as x-ray
reflectometry and/or superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) magnetrometry, are required. There is a sim-
ple model-free method [17] to extract the angle α between
the magnetization M and H (Fig. 1) from the measurement of
the spin asymmetry in collinear case Ssat(α = 0◦), and the SF
reflectivity in fully noncollinear case RSF

sat (α = 90◦):

S(α)/Ssat(0
◦) = cos(α), (1)

RSF(α)/RSF
sat (90◦) = sin2(α). (2)
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the PNR experiment, with Fe/Si supermirror
transmission polarizer (P) and analyzer (A). Two spin-flippers up-
and downstream the sample symbolically indicated by +, − signs.
The external field H is applied to the sample parallel to the y axis. α

is the angle between the averaged magnetization M of the Co layer
and H .

Equations (1) and (2) are valid for arbitrary values of Q, but
are limited to heterostructures containing only one F layer in
a single domain state. For the multidomain state, there are
two limiting cases, depending on the relation between the
typical in-plane domain size ξ and neutron coherence length
lcoh. Large domains with ξ > lcoh will reflect the neutrons
in the specular direction (θ2 = θ1), and the reflectivities of
individual domains will be incoherently summed. For this
case the statistical average of (1), (2) gives information about
the so-called domains orientation dispersion σ 2:

σ 2 = 〈cos2(α)〉 − 〈cos(α)〉2

= 1 − 〈sin2(α)〉 − 〈cos(α)〉2. (3)

Typical cases of Eq. (3) include a single domain (σ 2 = 0),
domains with magnetization M collinear to H (σ 2 = 1), and
domains with a dispersion of magnetic orientations (0 < σ 2 <

1). Domains with isotropic distribution of M correspond to
σ 2 = 0.5. In the case of small domains with ξ < lcoh, neu-
trons will be scattered both in the specular and off-specular
(θ2 	= θ1) directions. The specular reflectivity then depends
on the in-plane averaged 〈M〉, which has a magnitude smaller
then the saturated M. Hence, expressions (1), (2) are not valid
in this case, and the specular and off-specular reflectivity data
have to be analyzed following the established conventional
approaches [32,33].

For the study of magnetization reversal in EB systems,
knowledge of the noncollinear part M⊥(z) extracted from the
SF scattering is an essential parameter. The SF scattering
is of purely magnetic origin with typically weak intensity,
and the study of the magnetic properties of a single AF/F
EB bilayer sample is usually strongly limited by counting
statistics. A direct method to increase the SF signal intensity
is to increase the sample volume by stacking a number of
the identical bilayers [18,23–25,28]. This imposes two draw-
backs: the roughness of the layers and hence the magnetic
properties deteriorate with increasing number of layers, and
the magnetic properties of a multilayer system might be quite

different from the single bilayer. A second method to increase
the SF signal intensity for a single bilayer is the waveguide
or resonator technique. Here the bilayer is inserted between
two layers with relatively high SLD forming a potential well.
The neutron wave function forms resonances with enhanced
intensity inside the resonator, i.e., inside the bilayer, such that
also the SF intensity is resonantly enhanced. These resonant
states occur for Q value below the critical edge Qcrit of total re-
flection. The waveguide requires a bespoke design to optimize
the depth distribution of the neutron resonances with respect
to the investigated EB bilayer. But there are sufficient degrees
of freedom for the design. For example, instead of a potential
well, neutron resonances also form at stair-step potentials.

For the study of EB the waveguide technique was first
used by Radu et al. [19,20]. They used two additional
relatively thick layers of Ti(200 nm) and Cu(100 nm) de-
posited on the sapphire substrate prior to deposition of EB
Co(20 nm)/CoO(2.5 nm) bilayer. The intensity enhance-
ment due to this resonator structure enabled a detailed study
of magnetization reversal process of a single ferromag-
netic film. We propose an alternative waveguide structure
with improved quality resulting from a reduced number
of deposited layers and a smaller layer thickness, namely
CoO(20 nm)/Co(dF )/Nb(20 nm)//Al2O3. We take advan-
tage of the oxide substrate Al2O3 with high SLD (ρ = 5.5 ×
10−4 nm−2) as the bottom layer of the waveguide, alterna-
tively MgO (ρ = 6 × 10−4 nm−2) could be used. The high
SLD of the oxides results from the large scattering length of
the oxygen atoms. The oxide AF CoO of the EB bilayer forms
the upper waveguide boundary layer with high SLD. Since a
waveguide requires a minimum thickness of � 10 nm to form
a neutron standing wave at the resonance condition, we intro-
duced a Nb(20 nm) spacer layer in the design. Niobium is a
superconductor with bulk transition temperature TC = 9.3 K,
so that the same structure can be used to study proximity
effects at the superconducting/ferromagnet interface using
PNR.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Samples with nominal composition CoO(20 nm)/Co(dF )/
Nb(20 nm) were prepared by magnetron sputtering on a Ley-
bold Z-400 machine, on Al2O3 substrates with (11̄02) surface
orientation (Fig. 1). Niobium and cobalt targets with purity of
99.99% were used, in an atmosphere of 8 × 10−3 mbar argon
for the Nb and Co layers, and in Ar(83%) + O2(17%) mixture
of 9.6 × 10−3 mbar total pressure for the antiferromagnetic
CoO layer formation. The purity of the Ar and O2 gases
was 99.999%, the residual pressure in the chamber was about
1.5 × 10−6 mbar. The targets and substrates were presputtered
for 3–5 min to remove contaminations. The deposition rate
was 4.5 nm/s for Nb, 0.1 nm/s for Co, and 0.08 nm/s for
CoO. Samples for SQUID hysteresis loop measurements were
prepared in wedge structures (procedure of the wedge depo-
sition is described in Ref. [34]), with the thickness dF of the
Co layer varying in steps of δdF = 1.6 nm in a range from
0 to 20 nm. For the neutron reflectometry we prepared four
samples of size 10 × 10 mm2 with dF = 5 nm (s05), 10 nm
(s10), 15 nm (s15), and 20 nm (s20).
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FIG. 2. (a) Hysteresis loops of the sample s05 (dF = 5.0 nm)
at T = 13 K after cooling in H = 4.5 kOe. The arrows show the
positive and negative coercivity. (b) The dF dependence of coercivity
Hc = (|HC1| + |HC2|)/2 and the exchange bias field Heb.

The neutron experiment was conducted at the monochro-
matic (λ = 4.3 Å ± 2%) reflectometer NREX (MLZ, Garch-
ing) with horizontal sample alignment (Fig. 1). The beam
divergence was δθz = 0.25 mrad and δθy ∼ 30 mrad in the
vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. From these
values one can estimate [32] corresponding neutron coher-
ence lengths of lcoh,x ∼ 10 μm and lcoh,y ∼ 1 nm. The incident
and the scattered beams were polarized with an efficiency of
PP = 99.99(1)% and analyzed with efficiency PA = 99.5(1)%
by Fe/Si supermirrors operated in transmission. The beam
polarizations before and after the sample were defined by two
adiabatic radio-frequency spin flippers with efficiencies close
to 100%. An external magnetic field up to Hmax = 4.5 kOe
was applied to the sample in y direction, i.e., parallel to the
surface and normal to the scattering plane.

For the reflectometry experiments, the samples were
cooled down to T = 13 K in a closed cycle cryostat in He
exchange gas. T is far below the blocking temperature TB =
180 K of CoO and slightly above TC of bulk Nb. Two dif-
ferent protocols were used to prepare the collinear (A) and
noncollinear (B) states. (A) The sample was cooled in the
maximum field of Hmax = 4.5 kOe and trained by cycling
three times through the hysteresis loop. As during the PNR
experiment a negative external field at the sample would
depolarize the neutron beam, we used for PNR at effective
H < 0 the procedure outlined in prior work (see, for example,
Ref. [18]), with cooling of the sample in negative magnetic
field. (B) The noncollinear magnetic state with α = 90◦ was
obtained by cooling the sample in Hmax to T = 13 K and then
rotating the sample by 90◦ around the z axis with H = 0, such
that the magnetization of the Co layer was aligned parallel to
the x axis. Then for the PNR experiment H ‖ y was applied.

III. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2(a) shows three successive hysteresis loops mea-
sured after cooling sample s05 in H = 4.5 kOe to T = 13 K.
The pristine loop shows sharp reversals at the coercive fields
HC1 = +0.4 kOe and HC2 = −3 kOe with an exchange bias
field Heb = (HC1 + HC2)/2 = −1.25 kOe. Subsequent field
sweeps lead to a gradual decrease of Heb with a stabilization
of Heb to −0.7 kOe after three loops, the so-called training
effect. Figure 2(b) shows the coercive and exchange bias fields
vs dF in the trained state. The decrease of Heb ∝ 1/dF is a
strong indication of the interfacial nature of the EB effect.

The EB field Heb = −1.4 kOe measured for the sample with
the smallest dF = 1.6 nm is one of the strongest EB effects
observed thus far (see Table 3.1 in Ref. [1] for comparison).

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the spin-polarized reflectivity
data for the samples s05 and s20 in the saturated state. Above
the critical edge Q > Qcrit = 0.16 nm−1, the NSF reflectivi-
ties show a pronounced asymmetry. The SF reflectivities are
zero within the statistical accuracy except for a small spin-
leakage background (<1% of the NSF intensity) resulting
from the efficiency (PPPA < 1) of the polarizer and analyzer.
The experimental reflectivity data Rμν (Q) were analyzed as
described in our prior work [35–37] to extract nuclear and
magnetic depth profiles. For both samples Rμν (Q) are well
described by the SLD depth profiles shown in panels Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f), where the magnetization of the Co layer deviates
only by 5% from Co bulk magnetization 4πM = 18 kG.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show reflectivity data for the samples
s05 and s20 in the fully noncollinear state, obtained by proto-
col B. In this case the neutron reflectivity is characterized by
zero spin asymmetry of the NSF channels and a pronounced
SF scattering with one or two waveguide peaks Q1,2 for the
thin (dF < 15 nm) and thick (dF > 15 nm) samples, respec-
tively. Using SLD profiles obtained from these reflectivity
data, we calculated neutron density depth profiles |�(z)|2 at
the Q values of the resonances [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. The
calculations show that for the samples with thin Co layer
a resonant neutron standing wave forms at Q = Q1, with
maximum amplitude in the center of Nb layer [Fig. 3(e)].
The thick samples resonances at Q1 and Q2 correspond to
neutron waves peaked at the centers of the Co and Nb layers,
respectively [Fig. 3(f)]. Comparing samples s05 and s20, it is
surprising that despite of the four times thinner Co layer of
s05, the amplitude of the spin-flip reflectivity of 70% at the
Q1 resonance surpasses the reflectivity of 60% at Q1 of the
s20 sample. The reason is the higher amplitude of |�(z)|2 at
the depth of the Co layer of s05, corresponding to a higher
efficiency of waveguide enhancement of s05 compared to s20.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the field dependence of the av-
eraged cosine 〈cos α〉 (black) and squared-sine 〈sin2 α〉 (red)
for the samples s05 and s20 (prepared by cooling protocol
A) calculated from Eqs. (1), (2) using the data of Fig. 3 for
normalization. To increase statistical accuracy for the cal-
culation of 〈cos α〉, we integrated the spin-asymmetry S in
the region of Qcrit < Q < 0.2 nm−1. For the calculation of
〈sin2 α〉 integrated the reflectivity R+− and R−+ of the Q1

peaks. This analysis shows that the magnetization reversal of
s05 is characterized by a pronounced non-collinear state, with
SF reflectivities as large as 30% and 20% in the vicinity of HC1

and HC2. As shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a) the noncollinearity
in the system appears due to the sample training.

Figures 4(c) and 4(f) show the SF reflectivities at the re-
versal points HC1,2 for the samples s05 and s20. In contrast
to the artificially created noncollinear state in Figs. 3(c) and
3(d), the SF reflectivities R+− and R−+ are strongly different
at the reversal points, except for HC1 of s05 [Fig. 4(c)]. For s05
we observe at HC2 a shift of �Q1 = 8 × 10−3 nm between the
resonances for R+− and R−+ [Fig. 4(e)], while for s20 only
the R+− peak was present at Q1 for both HC1 and HC2.

A similar asymmetry of the SF scattering was present
not only at the reversal points but also in other fields with
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FIG. 3. PNR data and models in the saturated state. The collinear state prepared by cooling protocol A in the external field H = 4.5 kOe
is shown in (a) for s05 (dF = 5 nm) and (b) for s20 (dF = 20 nm). The noncollinear state prepared by cooling protocol B in the external field
H = 5 Oe is shown in (c) for s05 and (d) for s20. The solid lines in (a)–(d) correspond to best-fit model curves calculated for the SLD depth
profiles depicted in (e) for s05 and (f) for s20. The vertical arrows in (c) and (d) indicate the positions of the resonance(s). The depth profile of
neutron density at the resonances are shown in (e) and (f) by red and green lines.

a nonzero spin-flip signal. So Fig. 5 shows the SF curves
measured for all samples in an external field of H = 5Oe
(practically remanence). As can be seen, all samples with
dF > 5 nm show asymmetry of the SF channels.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work we systematically studied the magnetization
reversal of the EB bilayers CoO(20 nm)/Co(dF ) with dF =
5−20 nm by means of waveguide-enhanced neutron SF scat-
tering. The trained samples are characterized by pronounced
and robust SF scattering. We relate this SF scattering to the
presence of a domain state previously observed in CoO/Co
systems by various microscopic methods [38,39]. The anal-
ysis of all polarization channels and the dF dependence
provides detailed information about the magnetization rever-
sal mechanism. Sample s05 with a thin Co layer (dF = 5 nm)
is characterized by a high SF reflectivity reaching a level
of 20–30% near the reversal points HC1,2. With Eq. (3) we
estimate σ 2 ∼ 0.5, which indicates that the thin cobalt film
is remagnetized through fragmentation to fairly isotropically
oriented magnetic domains. Increasing dF leads to a linear
decrease of the SF intensity to 2% for dF = 20 nm, so that
σ 2 ∼ 1 at the reversal points. This corresponds to the situa-
tion of collinear domains, and the remagnetization through a
movement of the domain wall.

A prominent feature in the present data is the inequality
of the R+− and R−+ reflectivities. Such an asymmetry of
the SF signal of PNR data is a rather exotic phenomenon.
It was previously observed in elastic neutron diffraction on

helimagnets [40–45] or in inelastic neutron scattering by
magnons in bulk systems [46]. In a preceding PNR experiment
on a CoO(2.5nm)/Co(20nm) EB bilayer, a similar shift of
the SF waveguide peaks was reported. The authors argued
that this peak shift can be explained by Zeeman splitting of
the energies of the incident spin-up and spin-down neutrons
[19]. The effect was observed in the spin-flip scattering chan-
nels at relatively high external magnetic fields (order of kOe)
[47–52].

In order to show experimentally that the peak shift ob-
served in our measurements is related to an external field
rather than an internal magnetic state of the Co layer, we
measured the H dependence of the SF channels R+− and
R−+ of pristine samples in the noncollinear state prepared
by protocol B. In this experiment, we did not change the
direction (sign) of the external field, so we can assume that
the internal magnetic domain state of the Co layer remained
independent of H . Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the data for the
samples s05 (H = 1.4 kOe) and s20 (H = 300 Oe), where H
is chosen to be close to HC2. We observe a splitting of the
R+− and R−+ reflectivities, which gives strong evidence that
the asymmetry of the SF scattering is related to the external
magnetic field. The splitting grows linearly with H , such
that �Q1 = c × H [insets in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. For the
samples s05, s15, and s20, we obtained the slopes c = 5.4,
6.3, and 10.5, respectively (unit: 1 × 10−6 nm−1Oe−1). The
peak splitting �Q1 observed for sample s05 in Fig. 6(a) at
H = 1.4 kOe is identical to the splitting observed for s05
at HC2 [Fig. 4(e)]. As the sample was prepared by differ-
ent cooling protocols in these two measurements and thus
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FIG. 4. The field dependence of the normalized spin asymmetry and spin-flip scattering for the sample (a) s05 and (b) s20 prepared by
cooling protocol A. 〈sin2 α〉 in (a) and (b) differ by one order of magnitude. The inset in (a) shows the amplitude of spin-flip peak at Q1

resonance at HC1 versus the number of field cycles. The inset in (b) shows the amplitude of the spin-flip peak at HC1 (black) and HC2 (red) as a
function of dF . Panels (c), (e) and (d), (f) show spin-flip reflectivity measured in the vicinity of HC1 and HC2 [depicted by blue circles in (a) and
(b)] for the samples s05 and s20, respectively. The horizontal arrow in (e) depicts the peak splitting �Q1.

had different domain states, the splitting can entirely be
explained by the external field, rather than by the domain
state.

For the other samples, however, the applied magnetic
field cannot quantitatively explain the observed asymme-
try of the SF scattering. For instance, for s10 at H = 5 Oe

FIG. 5. SF reflectivity R+− and R−+ measured in magnetic field H = 5 Oe after cooling the samples in protocol A, training, and
magnetization in negative field.
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FIG. 6. SF reflectivity R+− and R−+ measured (a) on pristine sample s05 in the H = 1.4 kOe and (b) on a pristine sample s20 in H =
325 Oe. H was applied perpendicular to the field direction during cooling. The insets show the peak shift �Q1 vs H .

(almost remanence) the first resonant peak was split by
�Q1 = 0.02 nm−1. This splitting would correspond to H ∼
3 kOe. For the samples s15 and s20 with increased Co layer
thickness, the resonance was only observed in the R+− chan-
nel, and was absent in the R−+ channel [Figs. 4(d) and 5(f)].
We can assume that this absent resonance was shifted below
the experimental minimum Q = 0.05 nm−1. Thus, we esti-
mate �Q1 > 0.03 nm−1, corresponding to H ∼ 5 kOe.

The aforementioned observations lead us to the conclu-
sion that for the samples with dF > 5 nm, the splitting of
the resonance peaks can be explained by an external field
significantly exceeding the H applied by the electromagnet.
Following Radu et al. [19], we conclude that the additional
field is generated by out-of-plane stray fields of the Bloch do-
main walls. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that thin magnetic
layers, due to the strong shape anisotropy, are characterized
by the in-plane Neel domain walls. These in-plane domain
walls will not produce any out-of-plane stray field. This is the
case for the thin Co(5nm) layer. With increasing dF , the shape
anisotropy energy decreases, and Bloch domain walls with
out-of-plane magnetization components become energetically
preferable. These Bloch domain walls can generate a stray
field outside the film. For equally populated left- and right
handed rotating Bloch walls these stray fields average to zero.
However, if there is chirality present, this means an unequal
population of the Bloch domain wall rotational handedness, a
net external stray field persists.

Chiral domains have indeed been observed by direct mi-
croscopic methods in Fe/Ni/Cu [53] and Co/Pd [54] systems
with strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). For
these systems the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interac-
tion (DMI) was identified to be responsible for breaking the
degeneracy of Bloch chiralities. The direct observation of
the DMI in PMA Pt/Co/Ni system by means of Brillouin
spectroscopy (BS) was also reported in Ref. [55]. As to the
EB systems, the same Brillouin spectroscopy helped to es-
tablish the presence of the interfacial DMI on the interface
between antiferromagnetic IrMn and feromagnetic CoFeB. In
this regard, it seems reasonable to assume that the same DMI
may cause the chirality of the Bloch domain walls and in

our exchange-biased CoO/Co systems. Nevertheless, a more
affirmative answer can be obtained from magnetic micro-
scopic and BS experiments that will be reported elsewhere.
The usefulness of the waveguide-enhanced PNR experiments
in this case consists of the possibility of accurate measure-
ment of the cumulative out-of-plane magnetic field created by
chiral Bloch walls. For this, however, further development of
modern freely available fitting software, such as genX [56] or
ESCAPE [57] is required.

In summary, we systematically studied the dF -dependence
of the magnetic state of exchange biased CoO(20nm)/Co(dF )
bilayers (dF = 5−20 nm) by means of waveguide-enhanced
polarized neutron reflectometry. The design of the waveguide
structure proposed in this work takes advantage of the high
scattering power of oxides, which allows to use the antifer-
romagnetic CoO layer as a part of the waveguide design,
thus improving the quality of the structure. Our investigation
shows that the magnetization reversal of the exchanged-biased
CoO/Co bilayer significantly depends on the thickness of the
cobalt layer. The systems with dF > 5 nm are re-magnetized
through the motion of chiral Bloch domain walls. The chi-
rality of these walls leads to the emergence of out-of-plane
magnetic stray fields of several kOe. In the PNR experiment,
these stray fields lead to an asymmetry of the spin-flip re-
flectivities at the waveguide resonances. The analysis method
of resonant spin-flip scattering asymmetry developed in this
work can provide useful parameters for spintronics applica-
tions, namely for the design of spin-valve systems with a
controllable level of noncollinearity and noncoplanarity. In
addition, our waveguide design with a superconducting spacer
allows to study triplet superconducting spin valves [3].
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